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As directed by the Commission in Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM)
COMGEA/COMWCO 14-0001, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff conducted
a lessons-learned review of the NRC's force-on-force (FOF) inspection program. The purpose
of this review was to evaluate whether any adjustments are necessary to ensure that
NRC-conducted FOF inspections are accomplishing intended objectives effectively, and
whether the NRC's and licensee's efforts are focused on the most important issues to ensure
safety and security at licensee facilities.
In order to assess whether the current FOF program is accomplishing its intended objectives
effectively, the staff approached the Commission-directed lessons-learned review and the
development of its response to the SRM in two phases. In Phase I, the Director of the Office of
Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) established a working group composed of
subject matter experts from NSIR, the Office of the General Counsel, the Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and representatives
from the NRC regional offices. The working group conducted a lessons-learned review of the
FOF program. that included a review of the program's history and a comparison of the NRC's
FOF program to similar programs implemented by the Department of Defense (DOD) and the
Department of Energy (DOE). The working group's efforts included a review of the nine
questions posed by the Commission for specific consideration and a May 5, 2014, public
meeting to gather input from the public and the nuclear industry. In addition, the working group
identified potential enhancements that could improve the safety, realism, and effectiveness of
the program. The results of Phase I were transmitted to the Director of NSIR's Division. of
Security Operations (DSO) in two. memoranda, "Findings of Fact in Response to Staff
Requirements Memorandum COMGENCOMWCO-1 4-0001: Proposed Lessons-Learned
Review of. the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Force-on-Force Inspection. Program"
(Agencywide Document Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No.
ML1 4154A256) and "Key Findings for Enhancements to the NRC's Force-on-Force Inspection
Program (ADAMS Accession No.. ML14139A254).
In Phase II, the staff analyzed the Phase I information and conclusions, the input provided at the
May 5, 2014, public meeting, and the June 11, 2014, letter from the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) to the Chairman that transmitted NEI's responses to each of the nine questions posed by
the Commission in addition to the comments it offered at the May public meeting. This report
contains the results of the NRC. staff's Phase. II effort and informs the options and
recommendations submitted to the Commission in SECY-14-XXXX. The working group's
answers to each of the Commission's questions have been summarized in this report (full
versions of the working groups responses to the Commission's. questions can be accessed at
ADAMS Accession No.. ML14136A330); NEI's responses for each question have also been
summarized (the full version of the NEI. letter and responses to the Commission's questions can
be accessed at ADAMS Accession No.. ML14163A726). While the lessons-learned review
considered the security inspection program for both power. reactors. and Category I fuel cycle
facilities (Cat I's), the Commission's SRM focused primarily on power reactors. Similarly, the
primary focus of this report is on. the security inspection program for power reactor licensees
and the radiological sabotage design basis threat (DBT).
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GENERAL LESSONS LEARNED REGARDING THE FOF PROGRAM
The objective of the NRC's FOF program, as described in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA),
as amended by section 651 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct), is to conduct FOF
exercises that, to the maximum extent practicable, simulate security threats in accordance with
the applicable DBT, in.order to assess the ability of a private security force of a licensed facility
to defend against those threats, and to ensure that the licensee corrects those defects in
performance that adversely affect the ability of the security force to protect against the
applicable DBT.. The-lessons-learned review found that the program. meets this objective
effectively and that the NRC program is consistent with those implemented by DOD. and DOE.
The lessons-learned review found that the FOF inspector training and qualification program is
effective. and ensures that qualified. inspectors have demonstrated regulatory and technical.
knowledge to facilitate the inspection process. Communications between the NRC FOF team
leaders and licensees, as well as formal processes, such as the escalation process, the Change
Management Process, and the Executive Lessons Learned program, are effective and provide
appropriate, collaborative mechanisms to resolve FOF inspection issues. Finally, the. NRC
staffs periodic program reviews in accordance with the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP).
ensure that the program continues to meet its objectives and contribute to a more stable and
predictable inspection program.
RESPONSES TO THE COMMISSION'S QUESTIONS
1

QUESTION 1

Are currentpolicies and practicesfor the conduct of force-on-force exercises consistent with the
Energy Policy Act of 2005, the requirements of [Title 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations]
10 CFR 73.1 and 73.55,. and the design basis threat, as describedin Regulatory Guide 5.69?
1.1

Working Group Response

The working group found that the current policies and practices for NRC-conducted FOF
inspections are. consistent with the requirements established. in law, regulations, guidance
documents, and Commission directions. The NRC's FOF inspection program meets the
requirements of the EPAct through NRC-conducted exercises, which are performance-based
inspection activities that occur no less often than once every 3 years at each licensed operating
power reactor and Cat I facility. The NRC-conducted FOF exercises have the objective of
assessing the ability of the private security force of a licensed facility to defend against the
applicable DBT, as described in NRC regulations, guidance, and inspection procedures (IPs).
Part 73 of 10 CFR prescribes requirements for the establishment of a physical protection
system that will have capabilities for the protection of special nuclear material (SNM) at fixed
sites and in transit. The NRC uses FOF exercises to verify a. licensee's. ability to provide high
assurance that activities involving SNM are not inimical to the common defense and security
and. do. not constitute an unreasonable risk to the public health and safety, as demonstrated by
the licensee's ability to protect against the applicable DBT. IP 71130.03 (for power reactors)
and IP 96001. (for Cat I's) and their addenda ensure that, to the. maximum extent practicable,
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NRC-conducted FOF exercises simulate security threats that are consistent with the applicable
DBT.
1.2

NEI Response

NEI believes that current FOF policies and practices are inconsistent with the EPAct and NRC
requirements and guidance because they evaluate a licensee's ability to defend against
adversary forces in excess of the DBT, and security threats that are impractical to simulate, NEI
states that the composite adversary force (CAF) typically has a level of knowledge and site
awareness in excess of the "well-trained, including military training and skills" standard set forth
in 10 CFR 73.1. As an alternative to the current practice, NEI proposes that the NRC consider
evaluating the annual licensee-conducted FOF exercises at a frequency not less than every 3
years, in lieu of an NRC-conducted FOF inspection. [This would appear to conflict with
AEA § 170D, which requires triennial FOF exercises be conducted by the NRC.]
1.3

Public/Other Entity Response

No additional input to this question was provided during the May 5, 2014, public meeting.
1.4

Analysis and Conclusions

The lessons-learned review did not find any instances of NRC-conducted FOF exercises where
licensees were evaluated against an adversary force in excess of the DBT. While NEI has
stated that NRC-conducted FOF exercises are outside of the DBT, its concerns relate primarily
to adversary knowledge and tactics and to scenario complexity/artificialities, rather than with the
NRC-conducted FOF exercises exceeding the DBT.
The NRC remains committed to performing challenging exercises under the FOF inspection
program, consistent with the applicable DBT. As a result, over the prior cycles, as licensees
made changes in their security posture to address weaknesses or vulnerabilities, the NRC has
used different scenarios to maintain the challenging nature of the program. Many licensees use
past scenarios to prepare for their inspection; however, the use of site-specific conditions is
limited in licensee-conducted exercises. The NRC evaluates and incorporates site-specific
conditions, as appropriate, into NRC-conducted FOF exercises in order to ensure that the
scenario effectively tests the licensee's ability to respond to the applicable DBT. The NRC staff
does not consider use of these scenarios as inappropriate increases in difficulty (raising the bar)
since the scenarios all are within the limits provided by the DBT and they are all consistent with
NRC regulations and guidance.
NRC-conducted FOF exercises are evaluated against an adversary force in accordance with the
DBT. To assist in exercise development, the NRC staff developed IP 71130.03, Addendum 5
(IP 96001, Addendum 5 for Cat I's). Addendum 5 provides additional details and examples of
tactics compiled by the NRC staff, NEI, and stakeholders, and associated simulations or
controller direction. For those tactics identified during the course of a FOF inspection that are
not found in Addendum 5, the NRC staff, in coordination with the licensee, can utilize NEI 11-02,
Revision 0, "Change Management Plan for Evaluated Force-On-Force Exercises," to determine
whether the tactics will be utilized during the current inspection or whether further evaluation is
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required for the control measures associated with the tactics for use in future NRC-conducted
FOF exercises. Implementation of the Change Management Process improves the overall
effectiveness of the security programs, optimizes the control of FOF exercises, and minimizes
the potential for indeterminate exercise results. The Change Management Process is intended
to eliminate these inconsistencies and ensure the safety and effectiveness of each exercise.
To assess the FOF program's consistency with EPAct and 10 CFR requirements, the NRC staff
reviewed. several exercises where licensees had expressed concerns regarding specific tactics.
or scenarios. An assessment of each is provided below.
1.4.1

Adversary simulated floating up an intake canal in a glass bubble

This simulation occurred at one site in 2009. The licensee's concern was not discussed onsite
with the NRC FOF team leader, nor was it entered into the Change Management Process. The
licensee only raised a concern with this simulation during post-FOF exercise discussions.
1.4.1. 1 Background
In accordance with the IP, the NRC inspection team conducted walk downs of the site, reviewed
all available data, and conducted team mission analysis.. The team considered the DBT
attributes that were appropriate, and determined routes and locations that might be
advantageous to, or used by, an adversary to challenge. the licensee's physical protection
program. The. NRC inspection team identified the location where adversaries could enter the

owner controlled area (OCA)I

(bX7)(F)

The licensee's characterization of the use of a simulated "glass bubble" is not accurate; the
that would shield the
NRC inspection team directed the CAF to use a material L 2FZ
adversary(s) from the licensee's thermal camera system during their movement. Using a
material to mask a thermal signature is within the attributes of the DBT, and guidance on
determining thermal transparency has been issued by the Electric Power Research Institute
(Infrared Thermography Field Application Guide, TR-107142, January 1999.) and utilized by
licensees in maintenance activities for years, due to the safety concerns with thermography
being utilized through glass and- (b)7)(F;. . The limitations of thermal cameras are generally
known to end users and, specifically, to electrical safety inspectors, security professionals, and
fire fighters.
There were no control measures for this event, as recommended in IP 71130.03 Addendum 5,
due to the fact that the CAF team is not permitted to swim because of safety concerns. The
NRC inspection team and the licensee agreed upon the location where the adversaries would
simulate exiting the water, which was approximately 15 feet from their planned exit from the
water. This ground movement from the water to the landing location was performed by the CAF
I
(b)(7)(
during the exercise without any engagements by the licensee's protective force. r
(b)(7)(F)
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1.4.1.2 Regulatory and inspection program basis
IP 71130.03 specifically calls for the use of locations where adversaries can enter the OCA(
-sae
bF) a
lin mission planning. Section 73.1 of 10
uI-17,

staies, in part:

A determined violent external assault, attack by stealth, or deceptive actions, including
diversionary actions, by an adversary. force capable of. operating. in each of the
following modes:. A single group attacking. through one entry point, multiple groups
attacking through multiple entry points, a combination of one or more groups and one
or more individuals attacking through multiple entry points, or individuals attacking
through separate entry points, with the following attributes, assistance and
equipment.. .allows for this action.
1.4.2

Adversaries approaching multiple guns behind
signature

d(b;XF7

to mask thermal

This tactic was used at two sites, in 2011 and 2013. Both of the licensees discussed their
concerns onsite with the NRC FOF team leader during planning week activities and escalated
their concerns to NRC management.. The NRC management determined that the tactic was
valid, presented a low risk, and should be. allowed in the exercise.
1,4.2. 1. Background
In accordance with the IP, the NRC inspection team determined the location where adversaries
could enter the OCAr
(b)(7)(F)
The adversary
team usedl (•7X,)
to shield their movement from the thermal camera system that the
licensee employed in the area. Using a material to mask a thermal signature is within the
attributes of the DBT.
This tactic provides a temporary measure to block detection by imaging devices, even though it
has limitations in effectiveness. Analytic cameras and observation can detect the movement of
a large surface areaI
,b)¢•F)
1; however, the b.(FWIW
may block the thermal
imagery from the background and may only be detected as a arge, dark, cold spot" in motion.
Although this is characterized as a security issue, it is well-defined and discussed in the Electric
Power Research Institute report, "Infrared Thermography Guide," NP-6073, Revision 1, as an
issue tied to electrical safety.
There were established control measures for this tactic in case. the adversaries were engaged
while using
,)F =c thermal shields. NEI 05-05, Section 5.7, "Cover and Concealment"
(i.e.. "False. Cover"). states, in part, "Ifa player is using. false. cover and they are engaged by
another player, the controller should tell the player they are receiving rounds so they may be
able to react.". This ground movement was performed by the CAF during the exercise without
any engagements by the response force while CAF members were behind the €K7fl
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1.4.2.2 Regulatory and inspectionprogram basis
IP 71130.03 specifically calls for the use of locations where adversaries can enter the OCA

in mission planning. Section 73.1 of

(b(7)(F)

10 CFR, the radiological sabotage DBT, states, in part, that the. adversary force can utilize "[a]
determined violent external assault, attack by. stealth, or deceptive actions, including
diversionary actions..." This CAF tactic is within the scope of the DBT.
1.4.3. The use of multiple waterborne vessels with live players used to simulate mannequins in
an attempt to mislead defenders on the number of adversaries
The licensee's concern was that, since the defenders were using thermal imaging sighting
systems and cameras, the licensee had to artificially control (eliminate) the heat signatures from
the live players. This issue occurred at one. site.. The licensee's. concern was not discussed
onsite with the NRC FOF team leader, nor was it entered into the Change Management
Process.. The licensee only raised a concern with this simulation during post-FOF exercise
discussions. It is important to note that the simulation. and the control measures. were
developed and proposed by the. licensee..
1.4.3.1

Background

During mission planning, the CAF director learned from the insider that a certain area of the
perimeter had a history. of protests, and that real-world, bikini-clad protesters had used water
vessels in this area previously.. When this occurred, the security. force. had not implemented the
site's protective strategy.. The NRC felt that the use of deception (mannequins with heat packs)
would confuse the response force with the actual number of adversaries and the inspection
team felt it would be appropriate to verify the. site's use-of-force policy.
The control measures for this event were developed by the site and were approved by the NRC
FOF team leader.. Specifically, for safety considerations, the site. requested to use the boat
operators and site safety controllers to replicate the mannequins that were serving as deception.
The team leader was kept informed of this action by the licensee. While using a material to
mask a thermal signature is. within the attributes of the DBT, the. NRC inspection team did not,
specifically, recall any discussion on "artificially control (eliminate) the heat signatures from the.
live players.". A review of the controller matrix and the adversary. narrative PowerPoint does not
reveal controller measures to. accomplish this task.
As evidenced by the actual drill, using controllers and. boat operators to simulate mannequins
(with heat packs) to simulate people provided the deception that more people were involved
with the attack by initially, confusing responders,. and validated the site's use-of-force policy....
1.4.3.2 Regulatory and inspection program basis
IP 71130.03 specifically calls for the use of deception in mission planning. Section 73.1 of 10
CFR, states,. in part
A determined violent external assault, attack by stealth, or deceptive actions, including
diversionary actions, by an adversary force capable of operating in each of the
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following modes: A single group attacking through one entry point, multiple groups
attacking through multiple entry points, a combination of one or more groups and one
or more individuals attacking through multiple entry points, or individuals attacking
through separate entry points, with the following attributes, assistance and
equipment.. .allows for this action.
1.4.4

Simulating hardening vehicles (e.g., covering windows with. cardboard to simulate
attaching body armor)

This tactic has been used frequently and at multiple sites from 2007 through 2013. Licensees
did not discuss concerns with this simulation with the NRC during planning week activities, nor
was the concern entered into Change Management Process.
1.4.4.1

Background

The NRC inspection team determined that the. use of a vehicle to. assist in the adversary
movement (i.e. transport vehicle), or to be used as the vehicle bomb, as described in
10 CFR 73.1, would be incorporated into an exercise to ensure that the licensee can meet the
regulatory requirements of an adversarial assault against the facility. Body armor may be
employed by an attacking force to ensure their survivability for their mission of radiological
sabotage. This body armor may be worn by the occupants and/or placed in locations, as
deemed appropriate by the adversary force for their mission intent. In most exercises, the CAF
team will use cardboard cut-outs in the shape of body armor, to simulate the use of.body armor,
and will place these cardboard cut-outs in the vehicle(s) with a removal adhesive.
There are established. control measures for this event. NEI 05-05,. Section 5.2, "Exercise
Vehicles,". Table 5.2 a, describes the anticipated effect on vehicle. occupants based on the
caliber of weapon used, whether or not the. exercise participant has a single vest or a double.
vest, and the number of rounds that are engaged at the exercise participant. After. the required
number of rounds to penetrate the vest have been achieged by the. exercise participant, the
cardboard cut-outs are removed and the controller can refer to the control measures, as
recommended in NEI. 05-05, Section 5.7,. which. states,. in.part,. "Ifa player is using. false cover
and they are engaged by another player, the. controller -should tell the player they are. receiving
rounds so they may be able. to react".
The NRC has also employed the. Independent Target Simulator (ITS) for. vehicles, which. is.
essentially a Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES) harness that is affixed to
the vehicles. The ITS sensors are placed in areas where licensee personnel. are trained to
engage vehicles and can be set for low, medium, and high protection.. Licensees train their
personnel to. engage specific areas of vehicles and none. train. specifically. to target the
passenger compartment;
1.4.4.2 Regulatory and inspectionprogram basis
IP 71130.03 states, in part, "adversary characteristics and tactics. need to be incorporated into.
the FOF exercises to challenge the licensee's protective strategy." Paragraph 73.1 (e), of 10
CFR states, in part:.
8
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Land and water vehicles, which could be used for transporting personnel and their
hand-carried equipment to the proximity of vital areas; and an internal threat; and a
land vehicle bomb assault, which may be coordinated with an external assault; and a
waterborne vehicle bomb assault, which may be coordinated with an external
assault... allows for this action.
1.4.5

Use of a pepper ball gun to engage armed responders in a bullet resistant enclosure

The first use of pepper ball weapons was in 2010 and, as written into the exercise controller
matrices, it was treated as a controller inject in the same manner as window spidering (since no
projectiles were actually fired) and gas (since only a controller inject is required to inform the
individual it is detected). In 2012, the NRC inspection team chose not to utilize readily available,
licensee-owned, shotgun-launched gas grenades that were stored adjacent to a protected area
(PA), since they provided no tactical advantage for the assault as planned. If they had been
utilized, approximately 80-100 gas grenades were available. The control methodology would
have been the same (controller inject), regardless of the delivery method of the chemical irritant.
The primary issue with this tactic (delivery of chemical irritant) is that it is not routinely used,
since it is highly dependent on site-specificconditions.. Licensees are not always prepared to
deal with tactics that NRC does not frequently employ during regulated exercises.
This issue was escalated during one inspection in 2013, which also prevented its use during a
second inspection occurring the following week. The concern was not discussed onsite with
NRC FOF team leader during Planning Week activities, but was escalated the Friday before
Exercise Week at the first site. The concern was entered into the Change Management
Process.
1.4.5. 1 Background
After conducting walk downs of the site, the NRC inspection team reviewed all available data
that had been collected and conducted team mission analysis. The team considered the DBT
attributes that were appropriate, and determined routes and locations that might be
advantageous to, or used by, an adversary to challenge the licensee's physical protection
program. The NRC inspection team determined that the use of a chemical irritant against
certain locations would challenge the licensee's physical protection program due to the
licensee's implementation procedures. The use of the chemical irritant delivery system was
directed by. the NRC inspection team. Use of a chemical irritant is within the attributes of the
DBT.
The licensee initially determined that it would control this activity through the use of
performance-based actions, employing a paint ball gun that would shoot paint balls to simulate
pepper balls. The NRC team discussed the safety factors of firing projectiles during the
exercise, and site personnel stated that controllers would call a "timeout" just prior to the
weapon being employed and provide the effected personnel with the appropriate safety
equipment. The licensee purchased the paint ball weapons that the CAF team requested, and
had the weapon system available for use during exercise week activities.
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A second site, undergoing its planning week the following week, was also informed that this
tactic would be utilized at its facility due to site-specific conditions. Upon being made aware that
it was the second site that year and that the first site had elected to performance-base the
actions, the second site reached out to NEI and the first site to gain support in ensuring the
tactic would not be utilized. At that time, the first site escalated the issue to NRC management
the Friday prior to the Exercise Week.
Due to unresolved concerns by both licensees regarding the simulated use of the pepper ball
gun with an actual paint ball gun, and the safety concerns with projectiles being used in the
exercises, it was not employed during a regulated exercise at either site. It was planned to be
used in a subsequent beyond-DBT training exercise at the first site, but, due to CAF team
attrition, the weapon system was never employed. Neither licensee considered using controller
injects to simulate this tactic, as previous licensees had done. Because of the licensees
concerns, the NRC was not able to evaluate potential weaknesses in the protective strategy of
two licensees during that inspection cycle and, to date, licensees have taken no further action to
resolve the control issues for this tactic.
1.4.5.2 Regulatory and Inspection ProgramBasis
IP 71130.03 states, in part, "Adversary characteristics and tactics need to be incorporated into
the FOF exercises to challenge the licensee's protective strategy." Paragraph 73.1(d) of
10 CFR, states that the radiological sabotage DBT includes "Hand-carried equipment, including
incapacitating agents and explosives for use as tools of entry or for otherwise destroying
reactor, facility, transporter, or container integrity or features of the safeguards system;" this
includes the use of pepper balls.
1.4.6 Tidal conditions (simulating high tides during low tides)
This issue occurred at one site in 2011. The licensee discussed the concern onsite with the
NRC FOF team leader during Planning Week activities. The concern was not escalated and
has not been entered into the Change Management Process.
1.4.6. 1 Background
The NRC inspection team determined that the use of a watercraft to assist in the adversary
movement (i.e. transport vehicle), or to be used as the vehicle bomb as described in
10 CFR 73.1 would be incorporated into an exercise to ensure that the licensee can meet the
regulatory requirements of an adversarial assault against the facility. There was reliable and
predictable tidal condition information at numerous online sites that an adversary force could
have obtained and utilized; however, based on scheduling conditions of the NRC-evaluated
FOF exercises, these actual conditions were present during planning week but not exercise
week. The licensee was forthcoming concerning multiple occasions where illegal fishing had
occurred in these areas during these high-tide conditions, which necessitated local law
enforcement response.
While the NRC makes every attempt to minimize introducing artificialities, in this site-specific
condition, there was a reason to conduct the exercise where "current weather conditions" did
10
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not apply. During this exercise, high tides were simulated and controllers provided information
to the affected exercise participants of the tidal conditions. The controllers provided photos
taken during the planning week activities, which represented the conditions that were to be
portrayed during the exercise. The controllers also provided photos (after agreed-upon actions
by the exercise participant or at the appropriate time) of the simulated watercraft that the
adversaries used to infiltrate the site. During the exercise, the responder spotted the simulated
watercraft and reported it to the chain of command. The watercraft reached its predetermined
location, where the adversary simulated disembarking the watercraft and the remainder of the
exercise was performance-based.
1.4.6.2 Regulatory and inspection program basis
IP 71130.03 states, in part, "adversary characteristics and tactics need to be incorporated into
the FOF exercises to challenge the licensee's protective strategy". Paragraph 73.1 (e) of
10 CFR, states, in part:
Land and water vehicles, which could be used for transporting personnel and their
hand-carried equipment to the proximity of vital areas; and an internal threat; and a
land vehicle bomb assault, which may be coordinated with an external assault; and a
waterborne vehicle bomb assault, which may be coordinated with an external
assault.. allows for this action.
1.4.7

Issue Resolution Processes

In most instances, a licensee's concerns with specific scenarios and tactics are resolved on site
in discussions between the licensee and the NRC FOF team leader. If an issue cannot be
resolved between the licensee and the NRC FOF team leader, the licensee can escalate the
issue to the NRC branch chief or to NRC management, enter the concern into the Change
Management Process, and/or address the concern as part of the Executive Lessons Learned
review of the inspection process. The NRC staff believes that these processes are an effective
means to address issues with scenarios and tactics employed in FOF inspections.
1.4.8

Non-Regulatory Issues and Inspection Limitations

In performance-based inspection activities, such as FOF, some actions and activities are limited
due to personnel and plant safety concerns. Where these limitations come into play,
simulations must be developed and used to allow the inspection team to evaluate the licensee
against DBT attributes. These simulations, in general, are simple controller injects to responder
players in order to allow the players to understand what is occurring, provide them with normal
and reasonable sensory input (e.g., "you hear an explosion", "you detect a chemical irritant",
etc.), and to observe their response to the stimulus. In other cases, the simulation is
time-dependent and provides no stimulus to the responder players, such as when adversaries
simulate internally traversing a long run of piping, such as a pathway between vital areas (VAs).
Currently, the NRC does not have an effective evaluation tool or capability for pathways internal
to a PA or VA. If a pathway (i.e., piping, tunnels, and cable trays) intersects the PA or VA
boundary, there are regulatory requirements and associated guidance documents that the
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pathways can be evaluated against. Alternatively, regulatory requirements do not apply when
the pathway in question does not intersect a PA or VA boundary. In these cases, inspectors
who have observed pathways that may negatively impact an effective protective strategy
currently have no recourse but to attempt to conduct a performance evaluation of impact and
significance through the NRC-conducted FOF inspection activity. For example:
1. A licensee did not evaluate a large diameter traversable pipe between two separate VAs
(there is no regulatory requirement that applies to this situation). The exercise simulation
provided for travel from one VA to a second VA while bypassing the entire site protective
strategy elements through the use of time for traversal only. It should be noted that the
performance-based portion of the exercise required the CAF to demonstrate its ability to
enter the OCA, PA, and one VA prior to the beginning of the simulation.
2. A licensee failed to analyze a large pipe that, at one specific point, could be breached at a
target set, which precluded any interactions with the site response force players. The
exercise simulation provided for travel time to the target set. Again, it should. be noted that
the performance-based portion of the exercise required the CAF to demonstrate its ability
to enter the OCA and PA prior to the beginning of the simulation.
To reduce the number of extensive performance simulations in NRC-conducted FOF
inspections, the NRC staff proposes to work with. industry to develop, assess, and implement an
alternative means of evaluating potential non-regulatory issues that might affect the site's
protective strategy to determine whether these potential vulnerabilities might be inappropriate
for performance testing. At this stage, staff. is considering.the use of several approaches to
evaluate the viability of certain pathways, such as available analytical tools or through focused
tabletop scenarios. Additional consideration will have to be given to develop methodologies for
evaluating the impact or significance of selected pathways on a site's protective strategy.
Based on this evaluation, the NRC inspection team will determine whether or not the particular
potential vulnerability could be evaluated in an NRC-conducted FOF exercise.
1.4.9

Role of Licensee-Conducted FOF Exercises

The most recent changes to the FOF and baseline security inspection programs have included
a larger role for licensee self-assessments. These changes include NRC observations of
licensee-conducted FOF exercises under the security baseline inspection program and the
formal critique process for NRC-conducted FOF exercises. Planned program changes for the
next inspection cycle include expanding the formal critique process to licensee-conducted FOF
exercises and the development of performance indicators to inform the overall security
inspection program.. The NRC staff believes that these. program changes will decrease the
burden on licensees while maintaining an effective inspection program and will provide the staff
with useful information to inform future program changes and considerations for burden
reduction. The NRC staff does not believe that the FOF inspection program has reached a level
of maturity where it would be appropriate to eliminate more NRC-conducted FOE exercises, as
recommended by NEI.
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1.5

Recommendation

The NRC staff intends to work with industry to identify, validate, and benchmark mechanisms,
such as the use of simulation software, to evaluate potential vulnerabilities (e.g., certain
adversary pathways) that may be inappropriate for performance testing during an
NRC-conducted FOF.exercise.
2

QUESTION 2

Are currentpolicies and practicesfor immediate notifications of all deficiencies to State and
Congressionalstakeholders consistent with the Energy Policy Act of 2005?. Have there been
any unintended consequences? For the first two questions, the staff should also address
whether these policies and practicesare requiredby the Energy Policy Act of 2005. If they are
not, the staff should describe the methods by which staff determines that such policies and
practices- or proposed new practices- are assessed to be consistent with the Act.
2.1

Working Group Response

The working group found that the EPAct is silent concerning notifications of deficiencies to State
and Congressional stakeholders. Section 170D(e) of the AEA contains the requirement that,
not less than annually, the Commission must submit reports to its oversight committees that
describe the results of NRC-conducted FOF exercises, and any corrective action taken by a
licensee during that period. Based on these requirements, the Commission directed the staff to
develop a generic communications plan to properly inform appropriate Congressional staff and
State representatives whenever significant deficiencies are identified at facilities as a result FOF
inspections exercises. This notification is specific to exercise outcome and not all baseline
security issues. The staff developed such a communications plan, which provided for State and
Congressional notification for all FOF inspections, including those that did not identify any
deficiencies and those that identified significant deficiencies.
An unintended consequence of this approach was that, in following the communications plan,
certain recipients of the information incorrectly concluded that licensees were incapable of
protecting their sites under all conditions. The Commission directed the staff to update the
communications plan to address this unintended consequence. The staff issued a revised
communications plan, which was effective as of March 1, 2008. In addition, the NRC. has made
subsequent changes to the FOF significance determination process (SDP) to further address
unintended consequences related to Congressional and State notifications of FOF inspection
findings.
2.2

NEI. Response

NEI believes that the annual unclassified and classified Congressional reports satisfy the intent
of the EPAct, and supports establishing a meaningful threshold for immediate notification for
significant deficiencies to State and Congressional stakeholders. NEI indicates that the current
practice is to notify State and Congressional stakeholders about all deficiencies and that this
practice incorrectly suggests all deficiencies are of equal significance and lacks meaningful
context.
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2.3

Public/Other Entity Response

During the public meeting on the FOF lessons-learned activity, held on May 5, 2014, Dr. Edwin
Lyman, Senior Scientist with the Union of Concerned Scientists, commented on the NRC's
practice for notifying State and Congressional stakeholders. In his comments, Dr. Lyman stated
that he agrees with the NRC's practice in regards to notifications and stated that he. believes it
should continue. Dr. Lyman indicated that he believed it was important for the public to have
some level of transparency on the security programs at NRC-licensed facilities. Because much
of the information related to these programs is too sensitive to release to the public, Dr. Lyman
stated that these notifications provide the public with confidence that elected officials are being
notified of inspection results in a timely manner and are aware of security performance at the
sites.. He suggested that any misconceptions related to NRC's notification process could be
corrected without suspending the notifications.
2.4

Analysis and Conclusions

Since 2007, the NRC staff has made several adjustments to the communications plan
associated with FOF inspection results to balance the desire to keep State. and Congressional
stakeholders informed regarding the security of licensee facilities with that of reducing
misconceptions regarding the significance of FOF inspection findings. As such, NEI's assertion
that State and Congressional stakeholders are notified of all deficiencies is inconsistent with the
current NRC practice, as directed by the March 1, 2008, communications plan.
In 2007, the Commission issued SRM M070718A (ADAMS Accession Number ML072290248),
which directed the staff to develop the first communications plan associated with FOF inspection
program results. The staff was directed to:
Develop a generic communications plan to properly inform appropriate Congressional
staff (e.g., oversight committees and State delegations) and State representatives
(i.e., Governor's Homeland Security Advisor) whenever significant deficiencies.
(e.g., simulated loss of a complete target set or theft of SNM) are identified at facilities
as a result FOF inspections exercises, and the compensatory actions taken as
mitigative measures. The communications plan should ensure that any notifications
and briefings are conducted at the appropriate classification or designation level for
the intended audience.
The staff developed a communications plan that provided for State and Congressional
notification for all FOF inspections, including those that did not identify any deficiencies and
those that identified significant deficiencies. These deficiencies were defined in the
communications plan as: (1) a deficiency identified during an FOF inspection resulting in a
preliminary White finding or higher; or (2) a deficiency identified during an FOF inspection
resulting in a preliminary Green finding at a high-profile site that would result in significant
stakeholder interest ifthe finding were made public. Although the SRM also included the
Cat I's, it has not been necessary to make any notifications to State or Congressional
stakeholders regarding Cat I's since the 2007 SRM.
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After the original communications plan was issued, a licensee received a preliminary
greater-than-Green finding for two marginal exercises and one indeterminate exercise during an
NRC-conducted FOF inspection activity. An unintended consequence was that, in following the
communications plan, certain recipients of the information incorrectly concluded that the
notification meant that the licensee was incapable of protecting the site under all conditions. To
address this unintended consequence, the Commission issued SRM M071127A, "Staff
Requirements (M071127A)- Discussion of Security Issues (Closed-Ex. 1 & 3) ADAMS
Accession No. ML073520137. In this SRM, the Commission directed the staff to: "Update the
generic communications plan on the results of force-on-force exercises to emphasize that a
failure on one exercise scenario. is. not an indication of a complete failure of the licensee's
protective strategy, and that learning and improvements can occur as a result of the failure."
As directed by the SRM, in a February 20, 2008, memorandum (ADAMS Accession No.
ML080460578), the staff revised the generic communications plan to address communication of
deficiencies identified during NRC-conducted FOF inspections at licensed facilities. The plan
included new guidance to inform appropriate Congressional staff and State representatives of
FOF exercise results. In cases where significant deficiencies were identified, notifications were
to be made promptly and were to include information on compensatory actions taken as
mitigative measures to address identified deficiencies. The communications plan was effective
as of March 1, 2008.
Recent revisions to the FOF SDP have adjusted the threshold for certain FOF inspection
findings. In recent cases, the effect of this revision was to reduce the significance of a
simulated loss of a complete target set from White to Green. The FOF inspection program has
included a review of licensee corrective actions and FOF re-inspection in instances where the
licensee experiences a simulated loss of a complete target set, but has no other security-related
greater-than-Green findings. Consistent with the SDP, this simulated loss of a target set would
not result in Congressional and State notification.
2.5

Recommendation

The NRC staff has made several adjustments to the threshold for Congressional and State
notifications and to the significance of FOF inspection findings. The NRC staff believes that
these adjustments recognize an appropriate balance between providing a realistic picture of the
significance of FOF inspection findings and the need to keep the public, Congressional, and
State stakeholders informed of licensees' ability to protect their facilities. The staff does not
recommend any changes to Congressional and State notifications as a result of the
lessons-learned review.
3

QUESTION 3

The staff should explain its view of the specific role of force-on-force exercises in assuring
compliance. Are they intended to assure licensee preparationfor a myriad of specific scenarios
or are they intended to assure licensees overall capability to respond appropriatelyto a broad
range of potential threats?
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Working Group Response

The NRC FOF exercises are intended to assure licensees' overall capability to respond
appropriately to a broad range of potential threats. NRC-conducted FOF inspections challenge
the components of a licensee's physical protection program and the implementation of the
licensee's protective strategy. The implementation of the protective strategy includes
demonstrating that the strategy works and that the security force can successfully protect
against the applicable DBT. Additionally, 10 CFR Part 73, Appendix B, Section VI, C, 3(m)(3)
requires that each scenario developed for an operating power reactor's performance evaluation
program, "must use a unique target set, or target sets, and varying combinations of adversary
equipment, strategies, and tactics, to ensure that the combination of all the scenarios
challenges every component of the onsite physical protection program and protective strategy to
include, but not limited to, equipment, implementing procedures, and personnel."
3.2

NEI Response

NEI believes that FOF exercises are intended to provide high assurance of a licensee's overall
capability to respond appropriately to a broad range of potential threats of radiological sabotage
within the bounds established by the DBT and the adversary characteristics document (ACD);
however, NEI believes that the NRC employs overly complex and artificial scenarios and
continuously "raises the bar" for defending against the postulated threat.
3.3

Public/Other Entity Response

During the meeting, Dr. Edwin Lyman commented that FOF exercises should ensure that
licensees are capable of responding to any threat, up to and including the DBT and the ACD.
He stated that any new techniques or tactics that are consistent with the DBT and ACD should
be within the licensees' capability to protect and that these techniques are, thus, valid and
should be employed. He commented that FOF is a performance-based rule that has been
applied in a performance-based manner, and should be continued that way.
3.4

Analysis and Conclusions

As discussed in the response to Question 1, the NRC has used a greater variety of scenarios in
recent FOF inspection cycles in order to maintain the challenging nature of the FOF program.
These scenarios are based on site-specific conditions and, as licensees change their
contingency response plans and the technology they use for detection and assessment, the
NRC changes the exercise scenarios used to evaluate those improvements. The staff does not
consider the use of these scenarios to be raising the bar, since the scenarios all are within the
limits provided by the DBT and they are all consistent with NRC regulations and guidance.
Licensees have reported to NRC and NSIR senior management on "significant artificialities that
challenge a licensee's ability to demonstrate its protective strategy" which, as reported, appear
to be outside the intent of the program. As discussed in the response to Question 1, the staff
reviewed several of the issues previously raised by industry and determined that, when
reviewed in context, these scenarios are within the DBT and have both an inspection and
regulatory basis.
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Recommendation

The NRC staff does not recommend any Commission-directed changes to the FOF or security
baseline inspection programs from lessons learned related to this question.
4

QUESTION 4

Are the current composite adversary force (CAF) tactics in accordance with the design basis
threat and the adversarycharacteristicsdocument? The same should be addressedfor CAF
techniques. In addition, the staff should include the process used to determine the nexus to
threat information received from Title 50 agencies,.to conduct cost/benefit analyses (if any), the
opportunitiesfor feedback or insights from the regulated community priorto finalizing any
changes in CAF tactics and techniques, as well as the metric(s) used by the staff to determine
the increase or improvement in securityposture when new tactics and techniques are
implemented.
4.1

Working Group Response

The current tactics and techniques utilized by CAF (Composite Adversary Team for Cat I's)
during NRC-conducted FOF exercises are in accordance with the DBT and the ACD. Prior to
the CAF's (Composite Adversary Team's for Cat I's) utilization of a tactic or technique, the NRC
FOF team leader ensures that the proposed tactic or technique is in accordance with all of the
following:
* The DBT(10CFR 73.1),
" The ACD,
* Regulatory Guide 5.69 (5.70 for Cat I's), and
" IP 71130.03, and its addenda (IP 96001, and its addenda for Cat I's)...
The NRC staff analyzes intelligence information received from Title 50 agencies and provided
information to the Commission, for policy decisions on the elements of the DBT. Per
Commission direction (in the SRM to SECY-07-0114), the staff does not include resource
assessments (e.g., cost/benefit analyses) in the adversary characteristics screening process.
The regulated community has opportunities to provide feedback to changes in CAF tactics and
techniques through both informal and formal challenges during the inspection, as well as
through the Change Management Process and the Executive Lessons Learned Program.
There are no metrics used to determine an increase or improvement to the site's security
strategy when new tactics or techniques are implemented in FOF inspections. The objective,
when implementing a planned new tactic or technique during an FOF inspection, is to verify that
the licensee's protective strategy, as implemented, is designed to protect against the applicable
DBT.
4.2

NEI Response

NEI views. the CAF team as an integral part of the FOF inspection program but outlines, a
concern that CAF tactics and techniques are not consistent with the DBT and the ACD.
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Specifically, NEI raises concerns with the CAF tactics and techniques, insights provided by NRC
inspectors and advisors, and advantages provided to CAF members by participating in multiple
FOF exercises. NEI asserts that these concerns are resulting in millions of dollars of capital
costs for the industry. To address these concerns, NEI suggests that the Commission require
changes to adversary tactics and techniques to (1) be tied to threat reporting, and (2) be subject
to Commission review and approval.
4.3

Public/Other Entity Response

At the May 5, 2014, public meeting, Dr. Edwin Lyman commented that the public is not capable
of answering the first part of the question and it is impossible to answer in an open forum. In
regard to a cost/benefit analysis, he commented that there is neither reason nor mechanism to
apply cost/benefit to adversary characteristics. He suggested that there is no credible way
(quantitative means) to evaluate the cost/benefit of tactics. He commented that changes to the
CAF tactics and techniques should be determined by the NRC, and as long as they are within
the DBT, should maintained. He commented that the regulated community should not be able
to comment on CAF tactics and techniques.
4.4

Analysis and Conclusions

The DBT (10 CFR 73.1) is a regulatory requirement that provides adversary characteristics but
does not speak to specific tactics or techniques. The ACD clarifies the DBT and provides
specific examples for each identified DBT characteristic. Regulatory Guide 5.69. (5.70 for Cat
I's) provides additional safeguards guidance on the application of the DBT and adversary
characteristics. Finally, IP 71130.03, Addendum 5 (IP 96001, Addendum 5 for Cat I's),. provides.
additional details and examples of tactics compiled by the NRC staff, NEI, and stakeholders,
and associated simulations or controller direction.
4.4.1

The DBT Development Process

The DBT is an intelligence-informed subset of the entire threat spectrum worldwide. The NRC
staff keeps informed of current terrorist capabilities and characteristics through daily research,
analysis, and liaison with Federal law enforcement and Intelligence Community partners. The
NRC staff further analyzes volumes of information related to threat activities annually and uses
the Adversary Characteristics Screening Process, as defined in SECY-03-0052, dated
April 7, 2003, and SECY-07-0114, dated July 6, 2007, as modified by SRM-SECY-07-0114,
dated December 4, 2007, as the process for determining attributes for recommended inclusion
into the DBT. The Commission votes on any recommended changes to the DBT. If any
changes are made to the DBT, the Adversary Characteristics Document and Regulatory
Guides 5.69 or 5.70 are correspondingly updated.
As demonstrated in Figure 1, "Intelligence and FOF," intelligence reported by the Intelligence
Community and the level of detailed information needed for FOF exercises differs. Intelligence
informs the adversary capabilities, how they are. employed, and the level of adversary training.
There is more detailed information required to conduct an FOF exercise than what can be
provided by intelligence information. This information is obtained from other sources, such as
regulatory guides and IPs.
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Figure 1: Intelligence and FOF
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Terrorist intelligence is incomplete - there is no way to know everything about how adversaries
think and how they might exploit opportunistic targets. One limitation of DBT and tactical
terrorism analysis is that it is largely reactive. Historic and current terrorist attacks - most of
which take place overseas - are analyzed for tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs). Any
forecasting or estimative analysis involves translating how terrorist activities overseas (a more
.permissive security environment in many cases) may be manifested within the United States (a
less permissive security environment).. In short, the DBT approach and tactical terrorism
analysis in its use of empirical information is not well-positioned to predict innovation in terrorist
tactics with a high degree of confidence.
4.4.2

Terrorist Training and the DBT

The DBT description of the adversary,. as defined in 10 CFR 73.1, as "well trained (including
military training and skills)," is ambiguous and there are risks associated with overestimation or
underestimation of the capabilities of a real-world adversary. The links between how a DBT
adversary assault would be. conducted and the TTPs used by the NRC. CAF and licensees
adversary forces can be enhanced through further evaluation.
With the goal of continuous improvement, the NRC staff recommends the establishment of an
NSIR working group to determine. how to better integrate knowledge of terrorist training camp
methodologies and actual attacks, with the TTPs used by the NRC CAF. The goal of the
working group would be to determine how to more. closely integrate realism into
NRC-conducted, and licensee-conducted, FOF exercises through the use of enhanced
guidance and training. The working group. would consider, among other data, analyses of
unclassified and classified sources on terrorist training camp methods and actual attacks, and
would include representatives from the following NRC disciplines:
*
*
*

Intelligence
Performance Inspection - Baseline and FOF
Security. Policy

Each of the NRC entities outlined above would have the discretion to consult with external
entities in the U.S. Government and/or the public. policy analytical community to inform its views
and the working group collectively, as appropriate. New TTPs or changes to. existing TTPs
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would continue to be approved through NSIR management and would be incorporated in the
appropriate document (such as an inspection procedure, training manual, or regulatory guide)
for each identified change. The NRC staff would solicit stakeholder input on the change through
established processes (such as the change management process or stakeholder comments on
guidance documents). The goal is not to recommend changes to the existing DBT, but rather to
add more details (into a new or existing NRC document) to further define the DBT adversary
TTPs. The ultimate objective is that the NRC inspection community and NRC licensees have a
clearer understanding of the DBT adversary and address concerns that the CAF is not acting in
accordance with the DBT. The staff requests that the Commission support this
recommendation because this initiative will improve the realism and effectiveness of TTPs used
in NRC-conducted FOF exercises; however, it will also involve a considerable allocation of
intelligence human resources over a sustained period of time, as evaluated in Enclosure 2.
4.4.3

CAF Tactics

The DBTs represent a high level of capabilities that an adversary force would use in an attack
on an NRC-licenesed facility and consititute a reasonable set of adversary characteristics that a
private security force can be expected to protect against. The CAF is an NEI-contracted group
and CAF team members do not hold U.S. Government security clearances; therefore, no
classified information regarding terrorist capabilities or TTPs is shared with the CAF.
The NRC staff looked at several CAF tactics that were challenged by licensees in previous
NRC-conducted FOF exercises. Examples of tactics that licensees have challenged through
the escalation process or in post-exercise discussions include:
1. An adversary throwing a rock in lieu of a grenade to force a responder into the open,
where he was subsequently neutralized. This was challenged by a licensee as a new
tactic.
2. Licensees challenged the timelines for adversaries to scale vertical barriers (walls).
Licensees required that the timelines developed for adversaries simulating scaling vertical
barriers include time associated with licensee safety requirements and to meet OSHA
requirements (time to don full safety harnesses).
3. Weapons engagements through glass were prohibited at one licensee's site due to the
complexity and difficulty in controlling the potential engagements, even though multiple
buildings in the OCA had no access controls in place.
4. The tactic of throwing objects (e.g., Molotov cocktails, grenades, breaching charges) from
rooftops or other elevated positions was determined by a licensee to be a new tactic that
had not gone through a formal evaluation and Change Management Process.
5. Some licensees challenged the tactic of bridging as too complex and difficult to control;
however, other licensees have effective simulations of this tactic that have been used in
NRC-regulated exercises.
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In each of the cases above, multiple licensees have incorporated these actions into NRC
regulated exercises without concern; however, individual licensees have perceived a deficit in
their training programs to address these tactics. These licensees had the choice to run the
exercise or to escalate the specific issue in order to exclude it from the NRC-conducted FOF
exercises that cycle. This escalation may afford the licensee a 3-year window, until the next
FOF inspection, to deal with the specific issue.
Under the proposal outlined in the NEI response, each of the tactics described above would
have to be directly reviewed and approved by the full Commission before it could be employed
in an NRC-conducted FOF exercise. It is the staffs view that the Commission has defined
these characteristics and tactics through the DBT, with amplifying descriptions. contained in.
Regulatory Guides 5.69 and 5.70, and that it would be. inefficient and ineffective for the full
Commission. to vote. on. each tactic challenged. as "new". by a licensee.
4.5

Recommendation

The NRC staff believes that it is neither efficient nor effective for the full Commission to vote on
each FOF tactic or technique challenged as "new" by a licensee. The NRC staff believes that
the Commission has defined adversary characteristics and tactics through the DBT, with
amplifying descriptions contained in Regulatory Guides 5.69 and 5.70. While the NRC staff
does not recommend that the full Commission vote on specific tactics. and techniques,. the staff
believes that the NRC may benefit from further studies comparing and contrasting the tactics,
techniques, and procedures of the CAF with real-world adversaries..
The NRC staff recommends that the Commission direct the establishment of a working group to
determine. how to. better integrate knowledge of terrorist training camp methodologies and actual
attacks, with the DBT TTPs used by the CAF. The resources required to implement this.
recommendation are discussed in Enclosure 2.
5

QUESTION 5

Are the level of knowledge of the CAF and the information it is provided by the licensee in
accordance with the design basis threat? The staff should address whether the level of
knowledge and site awarenessprovided to both the CAF and other NRC contractorsinvolved in
the preparationfor and conduct of the force-on-force are commensurate with or in excess of the
"well-trained,including military training and skills" standardset forth in 10 CFR Part
73.
5.1

Working Group Response

The working group found that the current level of knowledge of the CAF, and the information it is
provided by the licensee, is in accordance with the DBT, as established by the AEA;
10 CFR 73.1; and applicable NRC Orders and guidance documents. Additionally, insider
assistance and all other preoperational materials provided to the CAF are in accordance with.
methodologies for reconnaissance and surveillance training that would be expected to be used
by a terrorist. Licensee information provided to the CAF comes from two sources: through a
designated licensee insider, and a document package with the information enumerated in
Enclosure 4 of the site FOF notification letter. This information simulates a
adversary
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mission planning timeline, and insider information cycle and is used by the CAF to prepare the
adversary missions in a nominal 16-hour window.
If licensees have concerns regarding DBT requirements as they pertain to the adversary, they
have the ability to address these concerns with the NRC FOF team leader on site. If the
licensee's concerns cannot be addressed at the NRC FOF team leader level, licensee
personnel may avail themselves of the escalation process as outlined in IP 71130.03 and IP
96001 for Cat I's. These processes ensure the level of knowledge of the CAF is in accordance
with the DBT.
5.2

NEI Response

NEI believes that the level of knowledge and information provided to the CAF is not in
accordance with the DBT and that the knowledge and information provides the CAF with an
overall site awareness that exceeds the standard set forth in 10 CFR 73.1. NEI raised concerns
with the level of insider information provided to the CAF, which includes extensive safeguards
information (SGI) and other non-publicly available information; input from the NRC inspection
team and NRC advisors; and CAF experience from FOF exercises conducted at multiple
licensee facilities. NEI believes that the information and site awareness provided to the CAF is
in excess of the "[w]ell-trained (including military training and skills)" individual standard in 10
CFR 73.1.
5.3

Public/Other Entity Response

During the May 5, 2014, public meeting, Dr. Edwin Lyman stated that the public cannot
comment on this question, because he does not know what the, mechanism is for providing
knowledge to the CAF. He commented that information should be provided to the CAF
consistent with the DBT and that an insider should be able to provide the CAF with any
information that a site security manager would have access to and that anything short of that is
not consistent with the regulation.
5.4
5.4.1

Analysis and Conclusions
Insider Information

The FOF inspection process has utilized a single insider, selected from a very limited pool of
licensee-identified licensee personnel, since the current inspection program began in 2004.
Licensees provide the inspection. team with a short list of potential candidates who may be
available during the planning week from which the team is to select. The insider is briefed on
his or her role, as defined by 10 CFR 73.1, and is then directed to assist the CAF director in
mission planning.
During inspections, the selected insiders have demonstrated a wide variety of knowledge. The
range of insiders runs from a willing and knowledgeable individual who actively provided
information to the CAF director, to an individual who broke down sobbing because he was being
requested to "go against his team." This high variability has not consistently provided the
information and the participation appropriate for an insider as defined in 10 CFR 73.1. In
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addition, the NRC staff has identified an issue with the use of an individual licensee staff
member acting as the insider during FOF exercises because it has the potential to challenge the
effective implementation of the licensee's insider mitigation program; specifically, the behavioral
observation program. In preparation for the NRC-conducted FOF exercise, the NRC FOF
inspection team's goal is to withhold the identity of the insider from other site personnel.
However, as the insider gathers site-specific information through means that are potentially
observable to others in the facility, site personnel may report this activity to licensee
management through the behavioral observation program. Dispositioning these reports could
create a conflict with the licensee's effective implementation of its insider mitigation program
and the goal of the NRC FOF inspection team to withhold the identity of the insider.
At the request of two licensees, an individual licensee staff member was not selected to act as
an insider. Instead, the licensee provided a select team of knowledgeable individuals whose
mandate was to screen the questions asked by the CAF director to determine whether the
requested information was reasonable for the insider to collect, to provide appropriate
information, and to actively assist the CAF director in mission planning. This approach was
highly effective, reduced mission planning time, led to a more accurate and complete mission
planning document, and enabled the licensee to create a more accurate set of control matrices
because the licensee was fully aware of the adversary intentions at every point of the mission.
5.4.1.1

Background

There was an important change in the description of the insider in the DBT section of
10 CFR 73.1 from the previous rule to the current version. As outlined below:
10 CFR 73.11(a)(1)(1)(b) (Previous Rule): Inside assistance which may include a
knowledgeable individual who attempts to participate in a passive role (e.g., provide
information), an active role (e.g., facilitate entrance and exit, disable alarms and
communications, participate in violent attack), or both.
10 CFR 73.11(a)(1)(i)(b) (Current Rule): Active (e.g., facilitate entrance and exit, disable alarms
and communications, participate in violent attack) or passive (e.g., provide information), or both,
knowledgeable inside assistance.
Change: The reference to an individual was removed and the paragraph was reworded to
provide flexibility in defining the scope of the insider threat.
5.4.1.2 Staff Actions for the Insider
To preclude the variability inherent in selecting an individual as the insider and to prevent the
appearance of surreptitious testing of the licensee's insider mitigation program, the NRC staff is
evaluating revisions to IP 71130.03 to change the guidance to eliminate the selection of an
individual to act in the role of the insider. Additionally, the staff would develop additional
guidance to describe the types of information that will be provided by the licensee for the
mission planning process through any means that is timely, accurate, and reasonable (e.g., use
of multiple licensee staff to answer questions, document packet, etc.). This guidance may be
developed in coordination with the Intelligence Liaison and Threat Assessment Branch and the
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Division of Security Policy. Finally, the staff is considering developing additional guidance to
ensure that licensee concerns regarding insider information requests are reviewed and resolved
in a timely manner such that the inspection process is not impeded and that the information
provided is appropriate to the knowledge and ability of the insider.
5.4.2

Mission Planning

In SRM SECY-08-0007, "Composite Adversary Force Options," dated January 14, 2008, the
Commission re-affirmed the staff recommendation "to maintain the status quo for oversight and
funding of the CAF used in FOF inspections at designated NRC-licensed facilities." As part of
the contractual arrangements between NEI and Wackenhut, Inc. (recently re-named G4s in a
re-organization), a hierarchal management team was provided for the personnel selected as
CAF members. A program manager, a senior director, and three directors were assigned to the
CAF team. The senior director fulfills the additional duty of being responsible for the overall
training of the CAF team members, while the directors provide mission planning skills during the
NRC-conducted inspection activity.
While the CAF director's primary role was logistics (travel, lodging, etc.) and oversight of
training, as well as exercise performance, the NRC inspection staff utilized this individual as a
mission planner. By supporting the development of the essential mission parameters that the
NRC inspection team wanted to utilize in each exercise, the original four CAF directors were
easily able to incorporate this information with information gained through interviews with the
selected insider to establish a concise, accurate mission plan. This capability was due, in large
part, to the prior experience of the CAF directors as retired U.S. Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) senior field personnel (officer and enlisted). The majority of their careers were in
mission planning and execution.
With the new contract between NEI and Wackenhut, Inc., in 2008, the CAF directors were
replaced by other personnel who had support and logistics backgrounds. The mission planning
knowledge.of the new directors was limited, the skills required to interview/interrogate an insider
were limited or non-existent, and the guidance on how to plan a mission for these
NRC-conducted exercised was provided by NEI and Wackenhut, Inc., not the NRC.
The NRC has not established any policies, procedures, or qualifications for the mission planner.
This limits an inspector's ability to review and oversee the mission planning process. The
development of standards that account for the mission planner role, experience, or training
(initial and continuing) of the CAF director in the inspection process would incorporate the
Military Decision Making Process (MDMP), as appropriate, in the guidance. Licensees have
briefed NSIR management on the MDMP for use within the FOF inspection process. The staff
agrees, in part, that the MDMP provides a characterization of the overall mission planning
process. An initial comparison of the MDMP and the FOF inspection process is already in
process; however, the staff should perform a comparison focusing on those attributes specific to
NRC-conducted exercises, and establish clear guidelines for the skillset, training, and role of the
mission planner.
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5.4.3

U.S. Special Operations Command Advisors

The NRC employs active duty USSOCOM personnel as advisors on FOF inspections. The
USSOCOM advisors have expertise in explosives, breaching techniques, tactical operations
and vulnerability assessment and expert analysis of the effectiveness of nuclear power plant
and Cat I fuel cycle facility physical security programs, physical protection systems, and the site
security force's protective strategies. Additionally, USSOCOM advisors assist the NRC in
ensuring that adversary capabilities during FOF exercises are portrayed in a manner consistent
with the applicable DBT. USSOCOM personnel provide expertise in the following areas:
1. Assisting the NRC inspectors in developing the scenarios used to test facilities: USSOCOM
personnel provide technical support and tactical advice to the security risk analyst, as
needed, in the development of realistic target sets to be exploited, and may provide input to
the NRC FOF team leader regarding the mission planning stages if the advisor feels that the
mission plan is not tactically feasible or does not meet the requirements of the scenario
planning guide. The advisors also ensure that mission planning includes consideration of
the capabilities of the CAF as well as the limitations provided by the DBT.
2. Providing expert technical advice to the CAF and NRC inspectors: After the NRC selects
the targets and scenarios to be tested, the USSOCOM advisors are available to provide
technical assistance and advice to the CAF directors as they plan and prepare scenario
narratives for NRC review and approval. The USSOCOM personnel do not perform mission
planning, but are available to provide technical information, such as explosive weights and
breaching techniques for barriers and/or obstacles that the CAF may encounter enroute to
the exercise target(s). USSOCOM personnel are prohibited from providing the CAF with
any information that may be construed as mission-specific information outside the bounds of
guidance and requirements contained in the nuclear power plant or Cat I DBT documents.
3. Assisting the NRC inspectors in evaluating site security forces and systems: During the
FOF exercise week, USSOCOM personnel ensure that the CAF performs with the general
knowledge, training, skills, and abilities described in the DBT. USSOCOM personnel
provide assistance to the NRC team in the evaluation of FOF exercises. When it is obvious
that a licensee controller needs corrective action, USSOCOM personnel may step in and
override a controller call regarding neutralization and incapacitation. If necessary,
USSOCOM personnel may call an exercise "timeout" to evaluate the controller call and
apprise the NRC FOF team leader of the situation.
4. Providinq an independent evaluation of the CAF's performance: Upon completion of an
FOF exercise, the USSOCOM personnel critique the performance of the CAF and provide
feedback to the CAF director and the NRC FOF team leader.
In preparation for an FOF inspection, information from tabletop drills, other inspections, and
security plan reviews are compiled for review. This information is then used to design a number
of mock commando-style attacks seeking to probe for potential deficiencies in the defensive
strategy utilized at a specific site. The USSOCOM personnel advise the NRC inspection teams
that conduct FOF inspections by assisting the NRC inspectors in developing the scenarios
(through identification of areas for the effective deployment of breaching techniques,
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communication jamming, spoofing, snipers, and vehicle borne explosive devices); providing
expert technical information to the adversary force on breaching methodology; assisting the
NRC in evaluating site security forces and systems; performing intrusion detection systems
challenge testing; and providing an independent evaluation of adversary force performance.
This requires the expertise of a well-trained active-duty military advisor, with knowledge of the
most current real-world adversary tactics, to enhance the realism of FOF exercises and to
ensure the NRC can meet the requirements mandated by Congress and the Commission.
Given that NRC advisors are active-duty USSOCOM members, their tactical military knowledge
level exceeds the DBT adversary; however, the NRC advisors are not providing specific
guidance to the CAF on how to conduct an operation and only provide the CAF with technical
information on explosives and breaching techniques; the CAF is not trained in explosive
demolition techniques. The expert knowledge provided by the USSCOM advisors to the NRC
inspectors is critical to evaluating the effectiveness of licensee performance and CAF
performance in NRC-conducted FOF exercises.
USSOCOM advisors are required to maintain a high degree of knowledge, skills, and abilities
needed to evaluate a realistic, consistent, and credible mock adversary force, within the context
of adversary capabilities as defined in the NRC's DBT and DBT implementation guidance.
Reduction in scope of USSOCOM support for FOF inspection activities would require extensive
changes in other program areas, such as inspector qualifications, inspector physical fitness
requirements, and continuing training requirements. For example, the USSOCOM advisors
currently evaluate the CAF during each exercise, which requires them to move with the CAF,
utilizing cover and concealment, while evaluating CAF tactics. Currently, NRC inspectors have
no physical fitness requirements and the position description for NRC security inspectors does
not have requirements for expertise in individual and small unit tactical evaluations to the same
level as USSOCOM personnel. The initial and continuous training provided to senior
USSOCOM advisory personnel could not be replicated or maintained by NRC security
inspection staff without significant personnel and program changes to maintain the same or
similar levels of expertise.
5.5

Recommendation

The NRC .staff is evaluating changes to IP 71130.03 to address insider information and is
evaluating mission planning guidance and training. There are no recommendations for
Commission action from the lessons-learned related to this question.
6

QUESTION. 6

Is the realism of the force-on-force exercises affected significantly by the number of timeouts ?
The staff should also address the extent to which it believes additionaltimeouts are being
caused by overly complex scenarios with multiple controllerinjects and simulation(s).
6.1

Working Group Response

Timeouts are used during FOF exercises to control the exercise in order to ensure safety and
exercise integrity, The number and length of timeouts can affect the. realism of the FOF
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exercises significantly. The working group did not conclude that additional timeouts are being
caused by overly complex scenarios, but rather by licensees' lack of properly developed and
documented control measures, with an emphasis on site-specific analysis of the simulations and
conduct of thorough controller training. Additionally, the working group found that licensees'
self-assessment programs have not thoroughly challenged many sites, and that the exercise
development team and controller force have a direct effect on the complexity of the scenarios
and the simulations. Finally, there are many timeouts caused by MILES equipment errors that
could be addressed through software reprograming.
6.2

NEI Response

In the June 11, 2014, letter, NEI concluded that the realism of FOF exercises is significantly and
adversely affected by the number of timeouts and raised concerns that the number of timeouts
affects the NRC staff's ability to accurately evaluate a licensee's performance capability.. NEI
believes that the number and length of timeouts are directly related to complex scenarios and
simulations.
6.3

Public/Other Entity Response

No input to this question was provided during the May 5, 2014, public meeting.
6.4

Analysis and Conclusions

Planned timeouts in NRC-conducted FOF exercises that are necessary for exercise control
related to scenarios and simulations do not significantly affect the realism of the exercise, nor do
they challenge the NRC's ability to evaluate licensee performance. Unplanned or unnecessary
timeouts have a much more significant impact on exercise realism, particularly those related to
poor exercise control and MILES equipment errors. While unplanned timeouts cannot be
completely eliminated, there are several actions that the NRC could take in order to reduce the
number of timeouts that adversely affect the realism of NRC-conducted FOF exercises.
6.4.1

Exercise Control

The staff has reported on the essential role that controllers play in the NRC-conducted FOF
exercises since SECY-03-0147, "Interim Lessons Learned from the Pilot Expanded
Force-on-Force Exercise Program," dated August 25, 2003. Drill awareness is an artificiality
that has always affected the FOF exercises to some extent. This artificiality manifests itself in
numerous responder activities throughout each exercise. It is best described as the difference
in the displayed response by the security force during the period of time between the opening
and closing of an exercise window, as compared to the normal or expected behavior observed
by the staff outside of the exercise window (specifically during exercise planning week). A
general "leaning forward" posture on the part of the response force during an exercise window
results in an artificially heightened defense posture. This artificiality can be limited by direct
interaction and evaluation by a trained and knowledgeable controller.
"Leaning forward" and other related artificialities contribute to a somewhat unrealistic, higher
level of performance. on the part of licensee responders. Surprise (an absence of awareness) is
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one of the greatest weapons for an adversary, and is the greatest disadvantage for the security
force. The staff needs to continue to address these artificialities by improving the overall
process, drillsmanship, and individual exercise preparations and, when appropriate, taking
corrective actions with individual licensees.
Controller training is an essential element of FOF exercises. This training was a concern during
the Operational Safeguards Response Evaluations Program drills and, with the increase in
complexity of current FOF exercises over the smaller scope Operational Safeguards Response
Evaluations Program drills, it has become an even greater concern. Controllers need the skills
to judge the outcomes of attacks and responses under a variety of conditions. Their
performance is a key element of managing some of the inherent artificialities of the FOF
exercises. Controllers need to use knowledge of weapon performance, including the skill of the
responders, the capability of weapons and targeting devices (range, firing rates, sighting,
scopes, night vision capabilities, etc.), environmental conditions (natural and artificial lighting,
wind effects, etc.), effects of smoke grenades, blast effects from explosives, and officer
response in judging outcomes of engagements. Controllers also need to be able to identify
exercise. related behaviors like. "leaning forward" and be able to control players. and make
judgment calls accordingly. These. are all learned skills, which require training and experience
to implement effectively.
Appendix B to10. CFR Part 73, paragraph VI.C.3.(I)(4) requires:
Drill and exercise controllers are trained and qualified to ensure that each controller
has the requisite knowledge and experience to control and evaluate exercises.
Guidance in Regulatory Guide 5.75, "Training and Qualification of Security Personnel at Nuclear
Power Reactor Facilities," provides limited additional information, principally in its definition of
controllers:
Controllers - Designated individuals assigned to specific participants or areas who
have the necessary training to observe, evaluate, and control the drill or exercise
activities. of their assigned participant or area.
The NEI document, NEI 05-05, "Controller Responsibilities Guideline" was found acceptable for
use by the NRC; however, it only provides a high-level overview of controller duties and
responsibilities,. standard exercise rules of engagement, rules of conduct, and empirical.
weapons engagement charts. This guidance, in addition to Addendum 5 to IP 71130.03 and
Regulatory Guide 5.75, provides a limited amount of the information needed to ensure that
controllers. are trained. appropriately and have the knowledge to control exercises..
The production and wide distribution of better guidance on controller training would resolve
some of the key issues concerning exercise control; however, guidance on how to control
specific evolutions (simulations, performance based. actions, and combinations thereof) within
exercises is also a critical need.
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6.4.1.1

Staff Actions to Improve Exercise Control

The NRC staff is working to develop guidance to provide acceptable methods to control
common FOF inspection actions in a standardized way. The staff is also working to issue
guidance on controller training to ensure that controllers are trained appropriately and have the
requisite knowledge to effectively control exercises. The NRC guidance is intended to expand
on the guidance provided in NEI 05-05 and will include information on training controllers and on
how to control specific evolutions within exercises (simulations, performance-based actions, and
combinations thereof).
6.4.2

MILES Equipment

The MILES equipment is used to simulate combat between two or more forces and to record
those engagements in an electronic format. The NRC records engagements between
responder players and adversaries during NRC-conducted FOF exercises. Licensees for power
reactor and Cat I fuel cycle facilities routinely use the same, or similar, equipment for their
annual FOF drills and exercises; however, not all of these licensees purchased the software
package that enables recording and re-creation of engagements.
The NRC purchased MILES equipment for use in NRC-conducted FOF exercises in 2009. The
original programming of the equipment allowed for a more realistic approach to engagements
than that provided by the previous equipment. For example, when the wearers receive a light
wound, they are simulated to be temporarily incapacitated and their weapons are disabled for
30 seconds. The wearer would be unable to use his or her weapon ifcritically wounded. These
actions simulate to the player the conditions of the actual engagement and align to the
definitions of momentary and serious incapacitation, as defined by and trained to in NEI 05-05;
these distinctions are currently only used for explosive and gas deployments, although they can
be more broadly applied. Some licensees expressed a concern that controllers were
challenged to relate the MILES inputs with the controller guidance outlined in NEI 05-05. In
2010, after a decision by the Nuclear Security Working Group (NSWG) (comprised of NRC and
industry senior management), the MILES equipment was modified so that the equipment only
provides the "near miss" sound and the "killed" inputs to the wearer.
This modification decreased the realism of MILES engagements by removing the wound inputs
to the wearer. Additionally, the modifications (patches) introduced software glitches that caused
artificial and random messages to be given to the wearer. The most common of these
messages is the "weapon disabled" message, which is randomly given without any
engagements, and the weapon is not actually disabled. This message has led to unnecessary
timeouts in exercises for the controller to verify the actual status of a player. Another software
glitch that was introduced by the patch is the abnormal weapon identifications on the MILES
report. As an example, if an adversary was neutralized by a MILES laser from an M-4 rifle, the
MILES report might reflect that an anti-tank weapon was the cause of the neutralization. This
glitch continues to confuse licensees and calls the reliability of the Saab equipment into
question. Prior to the patches, there were no reported incidents of such error messages or
unusual weapon messages. The NRC staff believes that updates to controller guidance could
have addressed licensees' concerns regarding controlling the various MILES inputs during
exercises; however, the NSWG did not anticipate that the decision to reprogram the MILES
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equipment would introduce software glitches that would make MILES engagements even more
unrealistic and difficult to control.
6.4.2.1

MILES ConfigurationOptions

1) Maintain the current condition: Leave the system in its current configuration and respond
to the individual error messages as they are received. This option relies solely on the
observation and engagement of controllers to take immediate actions, and will leave the
potential for unnecessary timeouts in exercises. The current condition also reduces the current
capabilities of the MILES system and, thus, reduces the realism and effectiveness of the FOF
exercises.
2) Restore the equipment to the original condition: Restoring the equipment to its original
programming configuration would enable the light and critical wound. messages to be relayed to
the player; the weapon would act according to the appropriate message. The original
configuration allows a more realistic environment for MILES engagements and more accurately
addresses-the requirements of 10 CFR 73, Appendix B, VI.C.3.(k)(3), which states, in part,
"Implement the use of systems or methodologies that simulate the realities of armed
engagement through visual and audible means..." More. importantly, the MILES. system
operated without the error messages prior to the software modification, and restoring the
equipment would remove the errors. The NRC staff believes that a Commission decision on
this reprogramming is required to reverse the change that was. agreed upon by the NSWG, in
light of subsequent lessons-learned. Should the Commission direct the staff to implement this
recommendation, updates to responder training and controller guidance will be required to
address the. licensee concerns that prompted the initial reprograming of the MILES equipment.
6.5

Recommendation

The staff is working to develop controller guidance and training and does not recommend any
Commission action related to exercise control.
To address MILES equipment issues, the NRC staff recommends that the Commission direct
the staff to restore the MILES equipment to the original condition. This reprograming will
improve the realism of MILES engagements to reduce the number of errors in the software and
associated timeouts. The NRC staff would work with industry to ensure that responder training
and controller guidance are updated to prevent an unnecessary increase in exercise complexity
from this change.
7

QUESTION 7

Is the currentguidance for unattended openings realistic?. The staff should also address
whether this guidance is commensurate with threat information and how such determinations
are made. For example, the staff should provide any performance testing information
developed by NRC,. other Federalagencies, or the regulatedcommunity that has been used to
support changes in the CAF tactics and techniques with respect to the unattended openings
criteria.
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Working Group Response

The working group found that the guidance for unattended openings is realistic and consistent
with Federal and industry security standards and threat information. Further, the working group
found that the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
regulations in 29 CFR 1019.146, which are applicable to the nuclear power industry, require
employers (such as NRC licensees) to conduct performance-based training in pipes (with
multiple 90-degree bends and vertical segments) with an 18-inch interior diameter. Smaller
diameters may also be included in the training, depending on the performance requirements of
the individual licensee. Based on this information, the NRC staff has determined that many
power reactor licensees are required by OSHA to train people to perform rescues in spaces not
much. larger than the NRC's unattended opening requirement, which demonstrates that the
NRC standard for unattended openings is reasonable.
7.2

NEI Response

NEI believes that the current guidance for unattended openings is unrealistic and overly
conservative.. NEI stated that the minimum of 96-square-inch criterion. is appropriate to
determine which 2-dimensional openings are subject to 10 CFR 73.55(i)(5)(iii) and which
openings are too small to realistically permit unauthorized access; however, NEI does not
believe. that this standard should be applied to 3-dimensional openings, such as pipes and
tunnels.. In 2013, NEI submitted changes to. NEI 09-05 to establish. different criteria for
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional openings. These. changes were not endorsed by the NRC.
NEI requests the Commission to direct the staff to work with stakeholders to endorse a revision
to NEI 09-05 in order to establish more realistic criteria for unattended openings.
7.3

Public/Other Entity Response

Mr. Dick Rosano. of Talisman International. commented that there are a number of documents on
this topic and that an NEI document suggests that these technical parameters apply to tunnels.
He recommended that the staff consider previous studies that have been conducted and
technical. information that has been gathered and that the staff then reconsider. this. information
with regard to 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional openings.
7.4

Analysis and Conclusions

The 96-square-inch standard. for unattended openings provides high assurance that these
openings cannot be exploited by a potential adversary and is consistent with requirements used
by other Federal agencies. Larger openings may be traversable and, in accordance with OSHA
requirements, many licensees. provide training to their employees inside narrow openings so
that the employees can perform confined space rescues. Other licensees use local rescue
services (EMS, fire and rescue, etc.) that can perform confined space rescues in spaces similar
to those at the licensee's facility. Relaxing the requirements for unattended openings so that
only larger openings would require protection increases the chance that these openings could
be used by adversaries to access the PA undetected, which is not currently considered in
licensees' protective strategies. Thus, changing the NRC's requirements for unattended
openings may compromise the licensee's capability to detect, assess, interdict, and neutralize
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threats up to and including the DBT, as required by the general performance objectives of
10 CFR 73.55. Additionally, terrorists overseas are increasingly using tunnels to attack targets
and plant explosives without detection and unattended openings at licensee facilities could be
used by an adversary for this purpose.
The NRC staff has identified three options for the Commission to consider with regard to
unattended openings.
1) Maintain the current requirement: Under this option, the Commission could direct the staff
to make no change to the requirements for unattended openings. The 96-square-inch standard
for unattended openings is consistent with other Federal agencies and provides high assurance
that these openings cannot be exploited by an adversary. This option does not address NEIs
concern that NRC requirements are unrealistic and overly conservative.
2) Relax the requirement for unattended openings: Under this option, the Commission could
direct the staff to relax the requirement for 3-dimensional unattended openings consistent with
NEI's proposed guidance in the 2012 supplement to NEI 09-05. This option would address
NEI's concern that NRC requirements are unrealistic and overly conservative. This option might
allow unattended openings to be used by adversaries to plant explosives, or to access the PA
undetected, which is not currently considered in licensees' protective strategies. The NRC
requirements for unattended openings would no longer be consistent with the requirements of
other Federal agencies, as well as the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC).
3) Evaluate relaxing unattended opening requirements based on the licensee's. integrated
response program: Under this option, the Commission could direct the staff to evaluate
relaxation of unattended opening requirements based on a licensee's integrated response
program (IRP) and performance in IRP limited exercises and tabletop exercises. Law
enforcement response to the site would help compensate for the increased chance that an
adversary might access the PA undetected. Based on current IRP progress, it would be several
years before any licensees might benefit from relaxed requirements. Relaxed requirements
would no longer be consistent with the requirements of other Federal agencies, as well as
NERC.
7.5

Recommendation

The NRC staff recommends that the Commission keep. the current requirement for unattended
openings in order to continue providing high assurance that unattended openings do not
challenge the effectiveness of licensees' physical protection programs and. that licensees
continue to meet the general performance objectives of 10 CFR 73.55.
8

QUESTION 8

Are the deficiencies identified by force-on-force exercises prioritizedwith respect to their
significance? The staff should also provide the method and basis for any prioritizationscheme
currently in use, if any.
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8.1

Working Group Response

The deficiencies identified by NRC FOF exercises are prioritized with respect to their
significance. The significance of findings associated with operating power reactors is normally
determined by the SDP of the ROP. The NRC staff use the SDP to determine the significance
of the result or consequence of a licensee performance deficiency, regardless ifthe result or
consequence constitutes a violation of a licensee's licensing, design basis, or any other
regulatory requirement or commitment. In general, the FOF SDP evaluates licensee
performance during an NRC-evaluated exercise, and includes factors to assess the licensee's
security program to determine the validity of an exercise result. Other security-related findings
identified during FOF activities that are not directly related to the FOF exercise outcomes, are
evaluated using the baseline physical protection SDP.
8.2

NEI Response

In the June 11, 2014, letter, NEI asserted that deficiencies identified by FOF exercises are
appropriately prioritized with respect to their significance through the FOF SDP, but expressed a
concern that many deficiencies identified during NRC-evaluated FOF inspections do not go
through the FOF SDP, but are assessed through the baseline security SDP instead. NEI is
concerned that the baseline security SDP, due to its design in broadly addressing the entire
physical security program, is confusing and has not been predictable and often times is not
repeatable as opposed to the FOF SDP.
8.3

Public/Other Entity Response

Dr. Edwin Lyman commented that the public does not know how deficiencies are being ranked,
but the old SDP that established margin criteria, and provided a good process for ranking the
significance of deficiencies. He commented that this information is important to establish how
robust licensee programs are at addressing capabilities beyond the DBT. He commented that
the current SDP is not as good at that ranking. He does not approve of the new process.
8.4

Analysis and Conclusions

The NRC staff believes that the current SDP for the FOF inspection program provides an
effective means to prioritize deficiencies identified by FOF inspections. It is important to note
that NRC-conducted FOF exercises are simulations and the significance of FOF exercise
findings is prioritized as such, Deficiencies that do not relate to exercise simulations are
assessed under the SDP for the baseline security inspection program because these
deficiencies are actual conditions rather than simulations. The SDP for the baseline security
inspection program is currently undergoing a review and update process with a target
completion date of fiscal year 2017. As part of the review process, the NRC staff intends to
solicit and consider industry input to the SDP for the baseline security inspection program.
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Recommendation

The NRC staff intends to continue to solicit and consider industry input to the SDP for the
baseline security inspection program as part of the SDP review and update process. The staff
does not recommend any action by the Commission associated with this question.
9

QUESTION 9

Is the practice of requiringimmediate compensatorymeasures (i.e., before the inspection team
leaves the site) appropriate? Have there been any unintended consequences? Also, the staff
should address whether the currentpractice of requiringimmediate compensatory measures
should be augmented to establish a thresholdfor determining which deficiencies require
immediate corrective action and which deficiencies, if any, could be appropriatelyprioritizedand
addressedthrough the licensee's corrective action program. If so, how would this be done?
9.1

Working Group Response

The working group found that licensees are applying certain immediate compensatory
measures for security equipment, systems, and components that are not explicitly described in
NRC guidance or licensee security plans; and this may be conservative. Paragraph
73.55(b)(3)(i) of 10 CFR states that licensees must "[e]nsure that the capabilities to detect,
assess, interdict, and neutralize threats up to and including the design basis threat of
radiological sabotage as stated in § 73.1, are maintained at all times." This requirement has
been applied in NEI 03-12, "Template for the Security Plan, Training. and Qualification Plan,
Safeguards Contingency Plan, [and Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Security
Program]" to implement compensatory measures for all. security equipment, systems, and
components related to security capabilities. This industry guidance does not consider whether
the equipment, system, or component is part of a redundant system (defense in depth), or not
required for the licensee to meet the general performance objective and requirements of
10 CFR 73.55(b).
9.2

NEI Response

The industry assesses that the practice of. requiring immediate compensatory measures in all
instances is inappropriate and that compensatory measures should be established
commensurate with the risk significance of the deficiency.
9.3

Public/Other Entity Response.

Dr. Edwin Lyman commented that he thinks that, as part of NRC's posture, the policy of
requiring compensatory measures before the inspectors leave the site is essential. He
commented that this is essential to demonstrate to the public that vulnerabilities are immediately
corrected and the site is not at risk. He commented that not only would it look bad but that the
NRC's Protecting Our Nation document would. need to be corrected to comment that only some
deficiencies are immediately corrected.. He commented that a change to this policy would be. a
disaster.
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Analysis and Conclusions

Currently, licensees are applying immediate compensatory measures in cases where such
measures are not required under NRC regulations and guidance. As a result of the
Commission-directed lessons-learned review, the staff intends to. provide guidance. to industry to
clarify the requirements for compensatory measures. This communication will inform licensees
that, when security equipment, systems, or components become degraded or inoperable, the
licensee should perform an immediate assessment to determine the cause of the condition,
assess the impact of the condition on the physical protection program, and evaluate when, or
whether, a compensatory measure is required. The NRC generic communication will inform
licensees that they can provide an analysis and timeframes for compensatory measure
implementation for security equipment, systems and components in their physical security
plans.
This communication will ensure that licensees are fully informed that the time requirements for
establishing compensatory measures should be based on the impact of a degradation or loss of
security equipment, systems, or components considering. all. available information, including. the
impact on the physical security strategy and the contingency response plan. The NRC will also
evaluate updates to NRC guidance or to NEI 03-12, to further capture the guidance and address
the issue of compensatory measures.
9.5

Recommendation

The generic communication proposed by the staff will provide clarification to address the
industry's concerns regarding immediate compensatory measures. The staff has the capability
to issue such a communication under established processes and does not recommend any
action from the Commission to address this issue.
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